Abstract. The Hydraulic External Pre-Isolator (HEPI) is the first 6 degrees of freedom active seismic isolation system implemented at the Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO). Implementation was first completed at the LIGO Livingston Observatory (LLO) prior to LIGO's 5th science run, successfully cutting down the disturbance seen by LLO's suspended optics in the two most prominent seismic disturbance bands, the microseism (0.1-0.3Hz) and the anthropogenic (1-3Hz) bands, by a factor of a few to tens. The improvement in seismic isolation contributed directly to LLO's much improved duty cycle of 66.7% and LIGO's triple coincident duty cycle of 53%. We report the design, control scheme, and isolation performance of HEPI at LLO in this paper. Aided with this success, funding for incorporating HEPI into the LIGO Hanford Observatory was approved and installation is currently underway.
Introduction
The Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO) hosts the world's most sensitive gravitational wave (GW) detectors capable of detecting strain of h rms = 10 −22 / √ Hz at 100-200Hz. Its initial design consists of a power recycled Michelson interferometer with 4km long Fabry-Pérot arm cavities, and with the output port operating slightly off a total dark fringe. Input light is a 1064nm 10W frequency and intensity stabilized solid-state Nd:YAG laser. The light is filtered by a 12m triangular spatial mode cleaner downstreams, allowing only the fundamental mode to enter the interferometer. Main optics are isolated from ground disturbances passively by cascading stages of damped mass-spring stacks [1] and pendulum systems. Each stage provides an ∼1/f 2 attenuation well above their resonant frequencies. Five groups of co-located shadow sensor and magnet-coil actuator are attached to the face and side of each suspended optic, to provide translational and angular sensing and actuation. Through precision digital feedback control of the optics, angular alignment of the optics and lengths of various interferometer cavities are maintained. The the retrofit of the piezoelectric fine actuator system (FAS) [10] . Performance of the system was relatively band and phase-accuracy limited, and was installed only for the chambers that host the input and end test masses. However, the success of the FAS inferred that the potential benefit a 6 degrees of freedom (DOFs) active isolation system brings can be tremendous. Several other mechanical, electromagnetic, piezoelectric, and magnetostrictive actuator designs were considered alongside the HEPI actuator, but were not selected due to frictional loss, hysteresis behavior, excess noise, and limited range. Final selection was made to the HEPI actuator for being able to avoid the aforementioned disadvantages and meet in particular the following requirements: bandwidth of more than 20Hz, noise of 10 −10 m/ √ Hz from 1 to 10Hz, and payload capacity of 2000kg. Early prototyping and control design of the HEPI system were developed at the Ginzton Laboratory at Stanford University and the LIGO Advanced System Test Interferometer at Massachusetts Institute of Technology [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . We report the the final implementation at LLO prior to the 5th science run (S5).
Installation
The HEPI system was installed around LLO's all five BSCs and HAM1-4. There are four HEPI actuator-sensor assemblies per chamber, located between the top of the four support piers and the ends of the two support beams. Each actuator-sensor assembly consists of hydraulic actuators, Kaman DIT-5200 position sensors, Mark L-4C 1Hz geophones mounted in the vertical and horizontal directions, and also two off-load springs. The actuators and offload springs connect to a common actuation block, which serves as an interface between HEPI and the support beam. Position sensors and geophones were installed in-line with their corresponding actuator, the former located at the top of the actuator and the later inside the actuation block. Figure 1 and figure 2 illustrate the installation.
The off-load springs support the static weight of the suspended payload and were also used to coarsely position the payload. The position sensors sense the relative displacement between ground and the payload, and the geophones sense the payload's inertial velocity. Each HEPI actuator-sensor assembly can provide an actuation range of ±1mm in both vertical and horizontal directions. On the BSCs, the horizontal actuator-sensor axis is 45 degrees relative to the beamline direction (X). On the HAMs, the angle is 30 degrees. Appropriate combinations of the actuators forces and sensor signals provide actuation and sensing of the payload in all six and also the horizontal and vertical over-constrained (HO and VO) DOFs.
The hydraulic actuators are in essence servo valve controlled pistons. A distinct feature of the actuators is their bellow design which eliminates frictional and hysteresis losses associated with traditional hydraulic pistons. Pressurized viscous fluid is supplied from central pump stations, filtered by two stages of micron level filters, and distributed to individual actuator through a network of clean piping. Differential pressure between supply and return lines is maintained by a simple PID control. Supply lines are fitted with accumulators to damp the noise from the pumps. The core of of the actuator control is the Parker DYP2SC servo valve, which is a hydraulic Wheatstone bridge and has its internal flow nozzles modified to maintain laminar flow in the system. The valve controls the differential pressure (and hence the delivered net force) between the two axially soft bellows and has a near-linear response to electrical control current. An actuation plate situated between the bellows transmits the force through an axially stiff (but otherwise soft) tripod to the payload. The flexibility of the bellows and tripod allow a pair of vertical and horizontal actuators to operate individually or simultaneously without being over-constrained. To damp the bellows' expansion resonances, internal hydraulic damping mechanisms were added between the bellows. Design parameters of the actuator is described in [14] in detail.
Finally, inseparable from the HEPI system are the three Streckeisen broadband (0.01-50Hz), low-noise, 3-axis STS-2 seismometers, which are placed on the ground of LLO's corner and two end stations to sense the local seismic disturbance.
Control design
The control design of HEPI consists of position sensor and geophone feedback loops, and seismometer feed-forward paths. Position sensor loops must work with feedforward paths to achieve isolation, while for the geophone feedback loops it can be achieved working alone. Payload position sensed by the DIT-5200 position sensors is filtered and used to command the actuators, which in turn move the payload, forming feedback loops which control the payload position with respect to the ground. Ground motion sensed by the STS-2 seismometers is feed-forwarded (subtraction) into the error points of the position feedback loops, commanding the payload to move by the same amount but in opposite direction as the ground motion, suppressing the ground to payload transfer function. Since the STS-2 only senses motion in the three translational directions, feed-forward is possible only in those directions as well. Payload motion sensed by the L-4C geophones is processed in the same fashion as the position, forming feedback loops which suppress the payload motion. Signal rate is 2048Hz throughout the system. For a given DOF, when both types of feedback loops are used, we customarily call the loops 'blended', and the frequency at which the responses of the two sensors have equal magnitude is called the 'blending frequency'. The synthetic sensor formed by two sensors and their filters is called the 'super sensor'. Figure 3 illustrates the control diagram for a DOF with blended feedback loops and a feed-forward path. Not every DOF has their loops blended. When not blended, the geophone loop is not used, and the position sensor filter is not needed since the compensator serves the same function. Table 1 summarizes the implemented control strategy of the BSCs for all DOFs during S5. As a first iteration, X, Y, and Z had blended loops and feed-forward paths to make the most of HEPI's isolation capability. RX and RY were controlled by position sensor loops only, to suppress horizontal actuation to tilt coupling. RZ was blended since this DOF directly couples to the optics yaw alignment. HO and VO were also controlled by position sensor loops only, to suppress any noise coupling from those DOFs. The overall structure of the control was sigle-input-single-output. 
Sensed motion of the payload and ground in a certain DOF was used to control the payload in that DOF only. The control strategy of the HAMs was modified from that of the BSCs' for reasons explained at the end of this section. The transfer function from the ground to the payload is,
where G p = S p F p CAK and G s = S s F s CAK, are the position sensor and geophone feedback loop gains, respectively, and G s = S s F s is the feed-forward gain. Minimizing T is achieved by either elevating G g , or properly designing an F s that zeros the numerator. System stability is determined by the denominator (1 + G g + G p ), with values further away from the complex zero being more stable. Judging from (1), one may ask why not have either feedback or feed-forward work alone to achieve isolation. In practice, due to the different sensitivity range of the inertial sensors, cross-coupling behavior of the system, and imperfect design of G s , it is impossible to have either perform well for the entire frequency range of interest (0.1-10Hz), hence the need for blended loops to take advantage of the best of both controls. Maximizing the isolation performance while minimizing the noise entering the system determines the blending frequency. We found setting the blending frequency at 0.5Hz yields the best result. Below the blending frequency, feed-forward out-performs feedback. Above it, the situation is reversed. Control design for HEPI was done entirely in the frequency domain. We started with system identification, by driving the actuators with sinusoidal signal at frequencies ranging from 0.01 to 800Hz, and recording the sensor responses. Below the blending frequency, the geophone response was attenuated. Above it, the position sensor response was attenuated. Figure 4 illustrates such design. At the lowest resonant frequencies of the isolation stacks, the geophone loop gain was given an additional 'boost' at the cost of altered phase, and had the effect of further lowering the ground to suspended optics transfer function. To appreciate the effect, it is worth pointing out that these resonances, typically at 1.2 and 2.1Hz, lies within the anthropogenic band, and can be excited easily daily, potentially costing downtime of the interferometer.
The super sensor filter, or compensator, design was done semi-automatically. Below 20Hz, lower order modes of the isolation stacks were easily compensated. The response data was chunked into several frequency ranges, each fitted with minimum number of poles and zeros following the least sum of squared error method. The results from each frequency range were stitched together and inverted. Then, alternating real zeros and poles were added to augment the gain and maintain the phase. From 20 to 80Hz, there is a broadband feature which includes the actuator bellow expansion mode, actuator tripod compression mode, support beam flexing mode, support pier horizontal vibration mode, and many other fine mechanical resonances. They were seldom resolved well enough to have them compensated perfectly, and this was the primary limitation of setting the control loop unity gain frequency (ugf) above 20Hz. Above 80Hz, resonances are too numerous to be characterized individually. Alternating complex zeros and poles were added to attenuate the response and prevent system oscillation or instability, with zeros aligning with the response poles and vice versa. Overall, the rule of thumb we applied was allowing 45 degrees of phase margin at and below the ugf at 10Hz, and a factor of 3 of gain margin above it. This put the slope of the loop gain below ugf at roughly 1/f 1.5 . A perfect design of the seismometer filter F s has a value,
This quantity was measured directly with a two-step process. First the system was brought up to a feedback controlled state, but without the feed-forward path engaged. We measured the ground to payload transfer function which ideally would yield,
Then, we drove at the error point of the position sensor loop with a magnitude much greater than the ground noise level. The transfer function from the drive to the payload is,
The ratio between the two, t 1 /t 2 , is exactly the F s sought after, and the remaining task was fitting the F s . This was the design method above 0.1Hz. An intrinsic property of the seismometer is that at low frequencies, the horizontal sensing component is also sensitive to ground tilt with a 1/f 2 dependency. To avoid the tilt-contaminated horizontal ground signal from being feed-forwarded into the system and generates unwanted payload motion, the seismometer filter F s incorporates a 0.1Hz high pass polyphase complementary filter [15, 16] . Such a filter has a f 2 roll-off below 0.04Hz, gain of one and phase of zero above 0.1Hz, with a constant gain of 4 between 0.04 and 0.1Hz as a trade-off. The effect is less in the vertical direction and such high pass filter is not needed. Figure 5 illustrates the overall filter design for the horizontal directions.
The initial control strategy for the HAMs was identical to that of the BSCs'. However, it was soon discovered that due to the relatively smaller cross-sectional size, shorter span, and geometry of the HAM external support beams, actuating the HAMs in the X direction twists the ends of the support beams and tilts the entire platform in the RY direction, at a magnitude of 0.1rad/m. As a result, the geophones also sense the incorrect induced motion. Blending was abandoned for the HAMs. Instead, the geophone signal paths were cut-off entirely from the feedback portion of the control, only the position sensor signal paths were used. Isolation for the HAMs was achieved by feed-forward paths only. In addition, to compensate the actuation-induced tilt, an extra feed-forward path was added, by taking the output of the feed-forward signal in the X direction, and feeding it to the error point of the position sensor loop in the RY direction.
In the corner station, in order to minimize the disturbance to the mode cleaner cavity length caused by the differential motion of HAM1 and HAM2, identical feedforward signals in the beamline direction were fed into both HAMs. The same tactic was implemented for the power recycling cavity hosted by HAM3 and BSC3. However, these were done as a first order approximation without further considering the subtle difference between the chambers' responses to feed-forward signal, and assuming the ground motion is unchanged over the length of the cavity.
Isolation performance and stability
We evaluated the isolation performance of HEPI at two stages, the HEPI stage and the final suspended optics. Performances did not vary much among different BSCs and among different HAMs, due to their structural and control resemblance. Typical performances of the BSCs and HAMs from 0.01 to 50Hz are shown in figure 6 and figure 7, while the band-limited rms reduction is shown in table 2. Features within the control design clearly manifested themselves in the performance figures. For instance, the 'boost' in the geophone filter drastically reduced the horizontal transmission at the lowest isolation stack mode resonant frequencies, while the trade-off made in the feed-forward filter design between 0.04 and 1Hz increased it. Notice that for the HAMs, in order to get the basic isolation improvement at the suspended optics, the noise at the HEPI stage was enhanced due to the intentional tilt correction.
Above 0.1Hz, the benefit of improved isolation on cavity length noise was dependent on the type of chamber in which the cavity mirrors were hosted. A cavity with both mirrors in the BSCs received the most improvement, while that in the HAMs improved only above and worsen below 0.5Hz. A cavity with mirrors in both the BSC and HAM had improvement level in-between the previous two types ( figure 8 and table 3 ). Below 0.01Hz, the first two types were also affected by the trade-off mentioned previously. This diverse behavior clearly indicated that neither individually designing feed-forward filters for the chambers nor forcing their feedforward signals to be identical is an optimal solution to reducing cavity length noise.
Over the course of ∼6 years which encompassed three science runs, HEPI proved to be stable in a temperature-controlled environment of 20 degree Celcius. We did not observe any apparent frequency response changes. Chemical analysis of the HEPI hydraulic fluid revealed an unexpected high concentration of boron. However, there was no clear indication of degraded physical properties of the fluid nor compromise in isolation performance. There were few incidences where the small passages of the actuator control valve were clogged up by microscopic debris in the fluid. The valves were quickly replaced with spares and only led to few hours of observatory downtime. 
Improvement in duty cycle
Success of the HEPI system at LLO marked a major improvement in duty cycle, from 21.8% of S3 to 66.7% of S5. Figure 9 shows the percentage of time the LIGO Hanford Observatory (LHO) 4km and LLO detectors were in science mode under different seismic noise conditions in the 0.1-0.1Hz and 1-3Hz bands-the two major bands HEPI was designed to target. Result suggests that in S5, the velocity at which LLO could maintain science mode for at least 50% of the time was roughly three times of that in S3 in either band, provided the velocity in the other band was held at the lowest level. The number was roughly twice when compared with LHO in S5. At LLO, when the ground condition fell within the boundary formed by the 50th velocity percentile of each band, the minimum rate of reaching science mode improved form 44% in S3 to 74% in S5. Rates for other velocity percentiles for LLO and LHO are summarized in table 4. An iconic improvement to LLO was its locking ability during train passes (figure 10). For such events, a separate high-noise locking state was devised for the interferometer. The noise floor of such state was orders of magnitude higher than that of science mode, and the data gathered was unsuitable for GW detection. However, maintaining in such state cut down the time required to re-acquire science mode lock, as oppose to starting from an uncontrolled state. Trains that caused less than ∼0.6µm/s (accounting for ∼50% of all trains) in the 1-3Hz band did not break lock. Previously with the FAS system, differential arm length correction could not exceed 90µm, beyond which the interferometer broke lock as it lost track of a particular wavefront in the arms. HEPI extended the range to 0.7mm, reducing the downtime associated with such constraint.
It is interesting to know what LHO's duty cycle would be with HEPI installed. This was estimated by applying the LLO's S5 science mode statistics towards LHO's ground velocity distribution profile. Our estimation delivered 86.2% duty cycle, or about a full month of additional science data per year. The projected improvement is also shown in table 4. We expect actual figure to be even higher for the coming 7th science run, as Advanced LIGO will also incorporate the in-vacuum two-stage active isolation system [16, 17] which covers the 0.1-10Hz band.
Conclusion and future work
We demonstrated that employing simple feedback and feed-forward controls, a DOFdependent isolation factor of a few to tens can be easily achieved by the BSC HEPI system. We also identified that the poorer performance of the HAM mostly originated from the softness of its external support beam structure. Improvement in cavity length noise was chamber-type dependent. Overall effect was the factor of ∼3 improvement in duty cycle.
The control techniques learned at LLO can be applied towards HEPI's Advance LIGO [18] installation. Improvement will largely depend on identifying the remaining noise sources, their paths, and fine tuning the controls. More sophisticated control schemes such as adaptive and Wiener filtering have been experimented to some extent at LASTI, but the improvement in isolation is yet to be fully characterized before their final implementation at the observatories. Further improvement in cavity length noise using the existing HEPI system has been demonstrated in [19] . Extending the isolation to below 0.1Hz requires proper removal of the tilt noise intrinsic to the seismometer response. Once successful, it has the potential of improving the duty cycle during high wind periods which tend to cause the ground motion to peak at below 0.1Hz. Investigation of the ground tilt noise at LIGO as well as the requirement and selection of possible tilt instruments is specified in [20] . The effort opens up the possibility of incorporating blended loops and feed-forward in the rotational DOFs, reducing the rotational-to-translational coupling of the seismic isolation to suspension systems.
Future hardware work includes installing HEPI on HAM5 and 6, which will host the output mode cleaner [7] for Advanced LIGO. Plans for modifying and testing the HAM support beams were carried out at LASTI and will be incorporated into following HEPI upgrades. Finally, the promising performance of HEPI prompted identical installation at LHO. Installation of the pump station and distribution piping is complete as well as manufacturing most of the HEPI actuator-sensor assembly mechanical parts. Parts underwent more stringent testing requirements than those of initial installation at LLO. Repeatability and accuracy of manufacturing the actuator bellows remain a challenge, as they depend highly on the manufacturing process and labor skills. We fine tuned both to ensure the bellows meet the requirement.
